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Hello everyone. I am Jack Bowles, Chief Executive of BAT and I am here with Tadeu Marroco our 

Group Finance Director. 

We are both delighted to be with you at this conference. 

Over the next 30 minutes, we are keen to share with you our story of transformation which we are 

very passionate about. 

We are building a major enterprise of the future. We have a clear vision to transform and grow by 

changing our portfolio, our structure, our culture and our ways of working. And it will transform the 

nature of our relationship with society. 

Three years ago we started this journey, transforming BAT into a high growth, multi-category, 

Consumer Products company, with a reduced risk to public health. This is very different from the 

traditional cigarette business we have been in, and it’s more than a vision, we have started and it’s 

already happening. 

Today we want to show you that we are absolutely committed to transforming BAT and reducing our 

health impact. That we are uniquely positioned. That we have the strengths, capabilities and 

resources to succeed. That our transformation is already happening, while we know we have further 

to go, we are a step ahead and the opportunity is huge. And finally that we are committed to our 

targets and building A Better Tomorrow. 

So, we are focused, with a clear roadmap. 

Our commitment to building A Better Tomorrow is clear in our Purpose. 

It sits at the heart of our strategy. A deeply embedded commitment to society: ‘to reduce the health 

impact of our business’. As we win, society wins. 

So, we are transforming BAT from a company that is growing revenue and value with declining 

industry volumes and a harmful societal impact. To a high growth Multi-category Consumer 

Products company. Growing New Category volumes, and encouraging consumers of combustible 

products to switch to these new categories. 

And we are upping the pace of our transformation through Quest. It is a clear framework to create 

the enterprise of the future, which I will talk more about later. 

To succeed, we must deliver value to all our stakeholders. BAT has a long track record of strength 

in ESG. Our DJSI inclusion over the last 19 years is recognition of our performance. ESG is already 

deeply embedded in our organisation and our people in our ways of working, and in our culture. 

For example, from the work we do to enhance the livelihoods of the 85,000 farmers we work with 

directly, to innovations like our Vuse launches this year incorporating age verification. 


















